SoK: Privacy-enhancing Smart Home Hubs

Abstract: Smart homes are IoT systems enabling the automation of household operation. The unrestricted collection and processing of data by smart home systems raises legitimate privacy concerns for their users. Over the past decade, there has been significant interest in privacy-enhancing technologies applied at the level of a local smart hub physically located in the home and acting as a gateway between sensors, applications, platform providers, and services in the cloud. The number and variety of projects and research proposals can, however, make their comparison a daunting and unnecessarily complex task. We systematize existing knowledge in this field through the analysis and categorization of 10 industrial and community-contributed systems and 37 research proposals from the literature of the past 11 years. Our results shed light on the diversity of system and trust models considered in the state-of-the-art and on the associated privacy-enhancing technologies. We further identify open research problems and promising approaches that would benefit the smart home hub model and the protection of smart home users’ privacy.
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1 Introduction

The number of deployed Internet of Things (IoT) devices continues to grow, already reaching more than 12 billion by the end of 2021 [1]. A substantial portion of these devices find their way into our homes, falling under the category of smart home devices. From voice assistants to IP cameras and thermostats, smart home devices quickly became ubiquitous and their adoption rate is expected to grow even more in the coming years [2].

Figure 1 shows a typical IoT setup in a smart home environment. A vast majority of smart home devices today depend on Internet connectivity to perform their assigned task and often rely on various services deployed in the cloud to process and store sensor data. This connection is established through a hub, which can be a dedicated device set up by the user, a specific gateway provided as part of a commercial smart home platform such as Samsung SmartThings [3] or Amazon Alexa [4], or simply the home Wi-Fi access point. The hub often serves as a proxy that merely forwards device data and commands to and from cloud backends (a so-called proxy hub). In some cases, however, it can also act as an edge server and locally store and process sensor data (acting, therefore, as a smart hub). Although the functionality of individual smart home devices in isolation can be limited, smart home platforms stand out by supporting a range of third-party applications, or apps, that allow end users to integrate and create automation chains involving multiple devices.

While constant Internet connectivity allows for remote control and monitoring, privacy concerns over sensitive user data being collected and sent to the remote cloud servers constitute one of the barriers to a widespread adoption of smart home technologies [5–7]. Both device manufacturers and smart home platform providers, as well as third-party app developers have unprecedented access to sensor data and can end up violating the privacy of the end users [8–11]. The activity of apps within a smart home platform is generally subject to a certain level of isolation, such as permission-based access control rules. There is, however, no such mechanism in place to govern the actions of the platform provider itself and prevent it from accessing virtually all smart home data in the clear. The situation
is the same for device manufacturers who control both the devices and associated cloud services. Moreover, a growing number of off-the-shelf devices become insecure when they reach their end of life and may no longer benefit from firmware updates and security patches, leaving end users vulnerable to numerous attacks (e.g., unauthorized access [12], DDoS [13] or ransomware [14]).

To address privacy concerns linked with the uncontrolled transmission and processing of sensor data in the cloud, a rather natural approach is to act locally, enforcing privacy-enhancing measures, such as local storage and computation or flow filtering, directly at the level of the smart home hub. The use of a privacy-enhancing smart home hub can offer improved control to users over their devices, their data, its storage, and its processing.

Security solutions and privacy-enhancing technologies proposals revolving on the use of a local smart home hub have generated a significant surge of interest in the last decade (2010 to 2021), with numerous proposals from industry and academia building upon this concept. Some of the proposed systems operate at the connection point between IoT devices and the hub and act as filters upon sensor data flows either in the clear [15–19] or in an encrypted form [20–22]. Others intercept and filter communications between the local hub and a cloud service by minimizing the amount and types of shared data [23] or sanitizing sensitive data samples [18]. Some work even suggest full-fledged privacy-enhancing platforms at the edge with secure local data processing [24–26] or novel privacy-aware app programming models [27, 28]. Finally, researchers also suggested mechanisms to improve the security and privacy properties of existing commercial and open-source smart hub systems. Among these are novel access control mechanisms [29–34] at the app level or at the user level [35] when the same household is shared by multiple users, data flows tracking systems [36, 37], as well as secure decentralized device and app activities logging for forensics analysis and diagnostics [38, 39].

The abundance of proposals featuring privacy-enhancing smart hubs is encouraging, but also comes with a steep learning curve for practitioners and researchers interested in exploring the state of the art in this field. In addition to the raw number of documented solutions, we observe that proposals often differ slightly or radically in the considered system model (i.e., constituents of the system and their interactions) and in the considered trust assumptions (i.e., which parties are considered malicious or ill-intentioned, and how do the different stakeholders trust each other or not with the handling and processing of sensitive data). As a result, identifying an appropriate solution for a given usage scenario, or comparing different proposals, may become an error-prone and time consuming task.

Our contribution in this paper is to propose a systematic categorization and analysis of the fast-growing field of smart-hub-based privacy and security. This SoK (Systematization of Knowledge) paper aims to help the research and industrial communities interested in privacy-enhancing technologies implemented at the level of smart home hubs to identify past work and position new proposals in this field.

We selected our base material for this SoK using a systematic analysis of top publication venues in the fields of security, distributed systems, privacy-enhancing technologies, and operating systems, combined with an additional search using publication indexing databases. Furthermore, we selected a number of high-visibility, active commercial and open source projects based on (smart) home hubs, with various levels of consideration for security and privacy. Our goal was to operate an unbiased and comprehensive selection of relevant work, resulting in source material for our systematic study formed of 37 publications and 10 commercial and open source systems (Section 2).

Our analysis leverages an analytical framework enabling the comparison and discussion of works using heterogeneous assumptions (Section 3). We propose a generic system model that encompasses all variants in the analyzed systems and research proposals (e.g., stakeholders, components, and interactions). While few systems include all of these elements in their own model, it allows mapping each of them to the corresponding subset and clarify implicit assumptions. In addition, we map the different points of the IoT workflow in which privacy-enhancements may happen into a number of security checkpoints, allowing us to better identify the nature and scope of operations between different systems.

We first identify the extent to which the smart hub idea has been adopted in industrial systems and pinpoint their advantages and limitations with respect to the system and trust models assumed by researchers (Section 4). In the main part of the paper, we systematically map the identified published work to our analysis frameworks, drawing similarities, differences, and trends in the field and discussing relations between different traits of our models found in different categories of work (Section 5).

After the state of the art analysis in privacy-enhancing smart hubs, we describe other privacy-enhancing technologies that were originally tailored to cloud-based systems but we believe could benefit to the
advancement of smart home hubs (Section 6). We continue with an overview of common trends in smart home systems design and recent advancements in privacy-enhancing technologies used in those (Section 7). We then identify open questions that remain unanswered by both industry and academic communities and stimulate further research in the area (Section 8). We finally review related surveys and systematizations of knowledge (Section 9) before concluding the paper (Section 10).

2 Methodology

The enforcement of security and privacy measures at the level of a smart hub has received considerable attention over the last few years. Our intent is to map existing industrial and academic efforts in this direction. We detail in this section how we identified our source material, i.e., existing systems and research publications, that we will analyze in the rest of the paper.

Selection of existing systems: We first proceeded to a selection of software projects and products representative of the commercial and community activity around smart home systems. Our selection has been based on popularity as well as the number of active contributors, endorsements, forks and releases at the time of analysis as indicated by corresponding code repository (e.g., GitHub) metrics. We discuss 10 selected systems in Section 4, where we compare their architecture, data processing methods, security and privacy properties, as well as guarantees offered to the end-users.

Selection of research works: Our objective in the selection of relevant work from the literature was twofold: (1) to ensure a fair selection exempt of biases (e.g., work we already knew of or authored) and (2) ensure a comprehensive selection of all relevant papers from the corresponding research communities. We first selected a number of venues that we believe the community in privacy-enhancing systems, security, distributed systems, and middleware consider as authoritative in the field. Our resulting list contains 29 venues. This includes 9 journals such as PoPETS, 14 conferences such as USENIX Security, SOUPS, or IEEE S&P, as well as 6 prominent workshops where publications on the topic of IoT security and smart environments generally receive visibility similar to that of a conference. Note that conferences currently using a journal-like publication process, such as PETS with the PoPETS journal, are listed among journals but may have belonged in other categories in the past.

We proceeded to a first systematic selection among all papers published in these venues over the last 11 years (i.e., 2010 to 2021, both inclusive), picking all papers with a general focus on privacy-enhancing technologies and security for smart home systems. This initial list contains 137 papers, with the distribution per venue shown by the outer (yellow) bars in Figure 2. We analyzed in detail these papers to identify those that, in their proposed solution and/or system model, suggest adopting privacy-enhancing measures at the level of a specific device installed inside the smart home and acting as the connection point for devices, following our (smart) hub model. 34 papers matched this criteria. Their distribution is shown by the inner (blue) bars in Figure 2. In addition, and in order to avoid missing important work not published in this set of venues, we used the Google Scholar bibliographic database. We searched using the following keywords over the period of 2010-2021: “IoT”, “smart home”, “smart hub”, “privacy”, and “security”. We scrutinized the first 100 results sorted by relevance and selected papers that (1) were published in peer-reviewed international venues, (2) were not preceding works from papers already selected in our list, and (3) had a strong focus on the privacy-enhancing smart hub model. This search resulted in only three additional papers published in the TRON forum [40], in PerCom workshops [41], and at the IOTSMS conference [42]. Our analysis is thus based on a total of 37 papers.

Insights: We observe a general interest from the academic and industrial research communities in smart home privacy and security issues. While the majority
of papers on this topic get published at traditional security- and privacy-oriented venues, a few emerge from the venues that are usually associated with topics such as operating systems design or distributed computing. Figure 3 presents the evolution of the (cumulative) number of papers over the studied period of 11 years. We particularly notice a gradual increase in the number of smart home systems proposed over the last five years that exploit edge computing and employ a local server or a hub in their design. This is in line with a growing demand for privacy-friendly smart home technologies from both the end-users and privacy advocates [5–7]. It is certainly also an illustration of the rising number of academic proposals that suggest moving sensitive computation to the edge of the network, and provide the end users with the ways to control the amount and type of data being shared with various service providers.

3 Analytical framework

In this section we describe the analytical framework we derived from our review of selected papers and systems. The objective of this framework is to allow comparing and positioning works that do not necessarily share the same constituents and interactions, or that apply privacy-enhancing mechanisms at different points in the interaction workflow between their constituents.

3.1 Generic system model

During our analysis of the selected material, we observed that the system model (i.e., the components, stakeholders and their modes of interaction) was often different to either a small or large margin, sometimes defined in different terms or using implicit assumptions, thus making a direct comparison between systems difficult. More importantly, these differences in system models have direct implications on the security and privacy features that can be provided, or even make sense in a given system. This observation led us to the conclusion that a more generic model, that does not refer to a specific system but instead encompasses components and stakeholders that can be found in any of them, is required for a proper categorization. In other words, this generic system model is a superset of features found in the different surveyed papers and systems.

Our generic system model, illustrated by Figure 4, includes four types of stakeholders. (1) Device providers manufacture and maintain commercial off-the-shelf smart home devices and make those available on the market. (2) Platform providers offer hardware (i.e., hubs) and software (i.e., cloud services) components to control various smart home devices that may not be necessarily compatible with each other but that can nevertheless interact via a single, and often platform-specific protocol. (3) App providers develop and make available to end users (e.g., through platforms’ app stores) the software components (i.e., apps) that implement a variety of home automation rules and scenarios. These apps rely on platforms’ APIs to interact with connected devices and in order to use storage and network resources. Depending on the system, the apps can either run directly on the hub (e.g., as in openHAB [43]), at a cloud server (e.g., as with Samsung SmartThings [3]) or at both of these locations in a hybrid mode (e.g., as in PAIGE [44]). Finally, we have the (4) users of these devices, platforms and apps. We consider multi-tenancy, i.e., multiple user(s) can share the same household and have access to devices, platforms, and apps.

Sensor data from connected devices flows to a hub and/or to the cloud services, where it is shared with and processed by various apps. The location of the app engine where apps are executed largely defines the system model and has a strong impact on the amount and granularity of data flows leaving the home environment. On the one hand, systems with hub-centric and hub-only app engines tend to process raw sensor events in place
without necessarily sending them to cloud services. On the other hand, cloud-centric systems establish permanent sensor data flows from the home environment to the cloud server where the app engine is running, consequently increasing the risks of data exposure and widening the attack surface. Hybrid systems may execute apps on both hub and cloud. They can overcome the risks of cloud-centric systems by minimizing the amount of raw sensor data leaving the home environment.

3.2 Generic security checkpoints

Without any privacy-enhancing mechanisms in place, all stakeholders including device, platform, and app providers are potentially able to access, analyze, and retain sensitive device data, user actions, and activity in the household. While smart home systems generally employ means to prevent unauthorized access to user and device data, they do not necessarily consider the same set of actors and stakeholders in their threat and trust models. These assumptions result in different approaches to securing system components. To better understand these differences we again view a superset of implemented security mechanisms and pinpoint places in the processing workflow (i.e., security checkpoints) where those are applied in the generic system model (see Figure 5). The location of these security checkpoints reflects the diversity of suggested mechanisms in existing smart home systems and research proposals.

Smart home systems that support third-party apps generally recognize threats associated with malicious app providers and implement a variety of security measures to ensure isolation. Various permission- or context-based access control mechanisms restrict app activities to those that were specifically authorized by the users (e.g., permission for an app to access certain devices or device types). Similarly, additional mechanisms that verify cross-app interactions or perform a safety analysis of executed app actions are often deployed. All of these mechanisms are applied at the app engine level and more specifically at an app security checkpoint which, depending on the system type, can be found at the hub or at the cloud service.

Other systems implement security mechanisms that restrict sensor data flows from the connected devices to either device or platform providers. These mechanisms are often applied at a device security checkpoint where unauthorized device activity can be stealthily detected and the transmitted data can be reviewed, filtered or suppressed, or at a home gateway security checkpoint where network flows stemming from individual devices or from applications running on the hub can be analyzed and altered before leaving the smart home environment.

Finally, several of the analyzed smart home systems address the problem of cross-cloud sensor data flows and specifically target popular cloud-based trigger-action platforms (TAPs). These systems implement security mechanisms at a cross-cloud checkpoint with additional user-controlled components deployed in the hub. These mechanisms aim to restrict data visibility for platform providers and their affiliated third-party services when processing sensor data events.

Insights: Smart home systems have a rather complex structure and combine multiple technical components operated and deployed by various stakeholders. As a consequence, smart home systems tend to focus their security enforcement on threats originating from specific stakeholders, which defines where the countermeasures are applied. We see that, depending on the place where these countermeasures are applied, end users gain more or less control over the sensitive data flows generated by their devices. While app security checkpoints at the hub or at the cloud service levels have direct access to sensor data and app activities, and offer rich control options to the users, checkpoints at the device or home gateway levels often only have indirect access to sensor data due to the abundance of proprietary software components and the use of encrypted communication protocols, and thus provide a more limited set of options.

4 Existing smart home systems

In this section we analyze six commercial (three standard trigger-based: Samsung SmartThings, Philips Hue, IFTTT; and three voice-activated: Amazon Echo/Alexa, Google Nest/Assistant and Apple HomeKit) and four community-contributed (openHAB, Home Assistant, Domoticz and HomeGenie) smart home systems that we have selected, as discussed in Section 2.
Note that two other open-source systems were evaluated, namely IoBroker and OpenMotics, but not included due to their similarity with the selected ones and their relative lower visibility.

Existing smart home systems feature largely heterogeneous system and threat models. They involve different combinations of stakeholders, sometimes allowing multiple different actors with the same role to co-exist. They also have different, and sometimes conflicting, views on apps’ and users’ security objectives and guarantees. We provide a comparison of these systems in Table 1 using the following criteria. The maintainer might be a commercial entity (e.g., Apple for HomeKit or Samsung for SmartThings) or a community effort (e.g., openHAB); in general, the latter is associated with an open source model and the existence of an online community of developers and users. We distinguish between system models that focus on collecting and processing data in the cloud or at a local hub. We did not identify systems with a hybrid system model, i.e., with data processing at both locations. Some systems may support 3rd-party apps, in which case we also list the mechanism used for the app distribution, the associated access control model, and whether the runtime for these apps enforces isolation between their respective executions. We do not differentiate between standard trigger-based apps (as in IFTTT) and voice-activated ones (as in Amazon Echo or Google Nest) since they all follow an ’if-this-then-that’ logic. We then list for each system which stakeholders roles are held by the platform provider itself, i.e., whether it also acts as a device provider (or, in contrast, rely solely on 3rd-party apps and/or user-defined apps).

Finally, we compare the threat models of the selected systems, and analyze which threats they address and to what extent they do so. In the following we discuss common patterns, similarities, and shared or specific weaknesses of these systems.

### Commercial vs. community-based systems:

Commercial smart home systems (e.g., Samsung SmartThings or Amazon Alexa) are more well-spread due to the wide range of supported devices, number of offered built-in or third-party apps and automations, and a simple and user-friendly design. These commercial products use proprietary software stacks and communication protocols and do not share their source code publicly. This comes in sheer contrast with community-based systems (e.g., openHAB [43] or Home Assistant [49]) that, while often having a more limited set of supported features as compared to commercial products, have publicly-available source code amenable to security verification by a community of developers. Furthermore, with direct access to the source code and packaged versions, end users can run some or all of the system components on their own devices or cloud servers. This may limit data exposure and minimize the number of stakeholders involved in the processing and storage of sensor data.

### System model:

Depending on the location where sensor data and user actions are processed by various apps and automations (hub or cloud), smart home systems can be divided into two categories: hub-only or cloud-centric. On the one hand, we observe that with two exceptions, namely, Apple HomeKit and Philips Hue, commercial smart home systems implement a cloud-centric system model. While some of these systems offer
a hub device (e.g., Samsung SmartThings [3] or Amazon Echo [4]), this device merely acts as a proxy and forwards data from the local devices to a cloud server and receives feedback information from it. A hub-centric system model in which a local hub device can collect sensor data and execute automation rules or user commands has been adopted by Apple HomeKit and Philips Hue. Privacy concerns of the users are the main reason for adopting such a model in HomeKit [52], while Hue suggests operational requirements as a motivation [53]. In both cases, cloud endpoints are only used for remote access and/or encrypted backups. In contrast again, all open-source systems implement a hub-only model with local data processing and a hub device, without depending on external cloud services. While cloud-centric systems offer superior computational and storage resources, hub-centric and hub-only ones provide better privacy and security control to end-users by restricting communication with external services. A difference between commercial and open source hub-based systems lies in the amount of control offered to users. Commercial systems allow sensor data management only via system-specific and often proprietary tools, while open source systems use more standardized data formats that facilitate data export and management.

Apps: Smart home systems generally allow defining automations as trigger-action rules that execute device commands (i.e., an action) when a certain condition is met (i.e., a trigger). An app consists of one or several such rules. Open-source systems, however, additionally support more complex apps with network and file system access, logging and debug options. The apps can be offered by the platform provider, a third-party app provider, or manually created by the users. The majority of commercial smart home systems support third-party apps and maintain official stores for app distribution. Third-party apps constitute a high-risk threat for end-users’ privacy, as they access sensitive device data and can potentially cause data leaks. To prevent this, commercial smart home systems implement a permission-based access control which requires the users to grant an app an explicit right to access a given device and/or user information (e.g., location, contact information, etc.). To prevent potentially incorrect and insecure code execution, apps are running in sandboxes that block unauthorized API calls and unauthorized inter-app communication. While third-party apps are predominant in commercial smart home systems, they are not common in open-source alternatives. In the latter, end users are typically expected to create their own apps (either using a visual UI for simple trigger-action apps with a fixed format, or by manually writing code for more complex custom apps in a free format). This eliminates to a certain extent the risk of a malicious third-party app provider but creates a barrier for adoption among less tech-savvy users.

Stakeholders share: Next, we compare the stakeholder shares across the ten selected systems. In the majority of cases, commercial smart home systems vendors hold multiple roles acting as device providers, app providers, and platform providers at the same time. As a result, a single entity can have unprecedented access to sensitive device and user data. We see that for open-source systems such a monopolistic approach does not apply: only hub software is offered by the platform provider which relies on third-party device providers and user-defined apps.

Threat models: Finally, we compare the threat models considered by the selected smart home systems that often target different actors and, hence, implement different security mechanisms. Commercial smart home systems address device providers threats partially by making mandatory certification and independent testing of both device software and hardware. However, the main goal of these procedures is to ensure correct device behavior and API usage rather than to prevent sensor data abuse or unauthorized sharing. Device manufacturers usually impose their own privacy policy and service agreement which may differ from the smart home systems. Apple HomeKit stands out by requiring all certified devices to incorporate a hardware-based security module (Apple Authentication Coprocessor) which enforces end-to-end encrypted and mutually authenticated communication with user devices and a HomeKit Hub. Open source platforms consider all connected devices trusted by default. Threats associated with the platform provider are only partially addressed by Apple HomeKit, which uses user-specific public-private key pairs to secure end-to-end communication between connected smart home appliances and user devices. However, as other commercial systems, HomeKit uses a proprietary software stack and communication protocols making any independent security assessment difficult. Open source systems allow their users to not only inspect but also alter the system behavior as needed. Threats associated with the app provider are generally recognized and addressed in all of the commercial systems that support third-party apps, often through a user-defined permission-based access control. The development of apps that control smart home devices in
voice-activated systems is restricted to corresponding device manufacturers which limits the risks of potential data exposure. All these apps go through certification procedures that, however, only check compliance with general interoperability requirements but shift responsibility for data privacy to app providers. HomeKit follows a similar approach but also allows regular third-party iOS apps to access smart home data. These particular apps go through a standard app review process and must request permission to access a given smart home device, but once this access is granted the apps can freely aggregate and send sensitive sensor data elsewhere. Finally, all the reviewed systems follow industry standards and best practices for securing their communications (TLS, OAuth2, two-factor authentication, etc.) from external attackers. While some inference attacks were shown to be possible at the network level [22, 54], those offer no direct access to raw sensor or user data.

**Insights:** Smart home systems tend to have different views on security and privacy depending on their system model and support for third-party apps. Commercial smart home systems are often closed-sourced and follow a cloud-based model, making it difficult to verify if their internal activities are in line with user expectations. Open-source smart home systems, on the other hand, can run on user-controlled devices and their source code can be inspected by the expert users and third-party developers. Threat models are also different. Certification procedure for devices compatible with a given system (if available) ensures operational compliance but provides no incentive for device providers to respect user privacy. Similarly, common across commercial systems is the assumption that platform providers are to be considered fully trusted. However, the very same platforms tend to be obscure about their internal structure and data handling practices, raising numerous privacy concerns [55–57]. Open source systems, on the other hand, are fully transparent in this regard. An independent trusted entity can perform a security audit of the source code and verify the system’s data handling processes and practices. Similarly, an open community of developers facilitates code review and incremental improvements of system functionality and security. While commercial systems consider potentially buggy or malicious app providers, and implement various access control and sandboxing mechanisms, their open-source alternatives shift the security responsibility towards end-users who must take special care when creating apps manually. When considering stakeholders we notice an alarming trend towards monopoly among commercial smart home systems. When acting as multiple stakeholders at once platform providers are potentially able to access and aggregate more user data than when acting as a single stakeholder. This constitutes a major threat to user privacy and motivates further research into privacy-enhancing technologies and platforms.

5 Analysis of privacy-enhancing smart hubs research

We now offer an analysis of the 37 research works selected in the literature following the methodology detailed in Section 2. Similarly to commercial and open-source systems, these privacy-enhancing approaches following a hub-based design also tend to have different system and threat models. Depending on their system model (i.e., where sensor data processing takes place), these systems act at different security checkpoints and hence provide different security and privacy guarantees. We compare these systems side-by-side and group them based on their functionality and the security mechanisms that they implement. Our analysis identifies seven distinctive categories of approaches. The systems in these different categories range from those that offer network traffic obfuscation and protection from external network observers, to those that implement data minimization and obfuscation techniques to minimize the exposure of private user data.

Table 2 summarizes the results of our analysis. We distinguish hub-based systems using the following criteria. As with systems described in Section 4 we distinguish between system models that perform sensor data collection and processing in the cloud (cloud-centric), on the hub (hub-centric when cloud services are still involved, cloud-only when not) or at both places at the same time (hybrid). We then proceed to identify the stakeholders that the reviewed systems consider in their threat models. Depending on the system, the threat models can consider a single or multiple stakeholders as possibly ill-behaved and, therefore, untrusted for handling sensor data without restrictions. Finally, we pinpoint the security checkpoints where these systems operate privacy-enhancing mechanisms. A system with multiple components may deploy such mechanisms at a combination of different checkpoints. In the following we discuss similarities and common patterns among each group of systems and highlight some general trends.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Name</th>
<th>System Model</th>
<th>Threat Model</th>
<th>Security Checkpoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DP</td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Traffic Obfuscation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acar et al. [22]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apthorpe et al. [20]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [54]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoshigoe et al. [40]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Data Processing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt [26]</td>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomeOS [58]</td>
<td>hub-only</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoCloud [59]</td>
<td>hub-centric</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIGE [44]</td>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. [24]</td>
<td>hub-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Device Activity Control and Patching</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture [60]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandrasekaran et al. [61]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charyyev et al. [62]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doshi et al. [63]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Spion [64]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hestia [65]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomeSnitch [66]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magpie [67]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mhaidli et al. [68]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecWIR [69]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson et al. [41]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS-RaR [70]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigilia [71]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye et al. [42]</td>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-cloud Data Flows Control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTAP [72]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eTAP [73]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App Activity Control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dSpaces [74]</td>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HomePad [28]</td>
<td>hub-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoMonit [32]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PatrIoT [75]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SafeHome [76]</td>
<td>hub-only</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siegel et al. [77]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Minimization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandalari et al. [78]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFirewall [23]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Obfuscation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davies et al. [79]</td>
<td>hub-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MegaMind [18]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychoula et al. [80]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaidya et al. [81]</td>
<td>cloud-centric</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Hub-based research proposals’ threat models (consisting of device (DP), app (AP) and platform (PP) providers, as well as external (Ext.) attackers) and security checkpoints.
5.1 Network traffic obfuscation

Smart home devices generate enormous amounts of network traffic making it possible for any network observer (an attacker having access to the home network or an Internet service provider) to intercept this traffic and infer privacy-sensitive information, such as the number, types and states of individual devices or daily user activities and schedule. The first group of works addresses this problem through the obfuscation of smart home network traffic. The general goal of this research line is to make this traffic less revealing to potential interceptors before it reaches a dedicated cloud service.

Apthorpe et al. [20] show that inference attacks are possible even with encrypted device traffic and suggest a system that combines various mitigation techniques based on traffic shaping, tunneling and rate-limitation. These techniques make it harder to identify and pinpoint individual smart home events by masquerading those within a given traffic trace. Alternative systems suggest dummy or custom spoofed traffic generation [22] to cover real traffic spikes and their frequency, adaptive padding combined with differential privacy [54] to make individual home’s traffic indistinguishable from others, and synthetic packet-injection [40] to hide distinctive device traffic patterns. All of these works consider a cloud-centric system model and thus can only act on network flows rather than on the individual sensor data values that are transmitted. While this limits the range of potential privacy-enhancing techniques it allows these approaches to be readily compatible with existing smart home systems that use proprietary communication protocols. Consequently, the only security checkpoint where such systems can operate is at the home gateway level, which is well-positioned to intercept all incoming and outgoing smart home network flows. Due to the focus on a cloud-centric system model, only external attackers are considered as a threat: other stakeholders must be viewed as trusted.

5.2 Local data processing

The second category of works enforces local sensor data processing at the hub, rather than sending it to the cloud. We map five papers to this category. All these works focus on protecting against malicious app providers (AP), i.e., preventing an app from leaking sensitive sensor data it accesses for its legitimate purpose. Dixon et al. propose HomeOS – an operating system for the smart home with a local execution model and an easy to use interface to control all connected smart home devices and apps [58]. While the original HomeOS design did not consider a specific adversary model, its extension named Bolt [26] suggested splitting sensitive data into individual chunks and encrypting those with rolling keys before sharing with potentially malicious third-party cloud services and apps. NoCloud suggests strictly on-device or hub-only data processing [59], while others aim for a hybrid hub-cloud architecture [24, 44]. In such hybrid architectures, users can decide the type of data that will be shared with various IoT service providers and the granularity of this data, before the data leaves the premises of a smart home. Most of these works consider app or service providers in their threat models and implement countermeasures at the gateway level or at device security checkpoints. The system models featured in this category of work alternate between exclusively hub-only to hybrid hub-cloud models. While the former offer better control over users’ privacy, the latter recognize the utility of virtually unlimited cloud resources and connectivity with external cloud services. Consequently, the chosen system model defines a trade-off between the privacy protection and performance of a given system.

5.3 Device activity control and patching

Our third group of hub-based privacy-enhancing proposals aim to monitor smart home device activity and prevent unauthorized actions. A subgroup of these works targets smart speaker devices specifically and suggests physical intervention techniques that block the device ability to record user conversations when not used, based on user-defined time periods [61], or gaze direction and voice volume [68]. Other works propose methods to detect smart speaker misactivations based on network traffic analysis, by comparing legitimate and unauthorized voice commands traffic patterns [62].

A number of security-oriented solutions have also been proposed to address the problem of vulnerable IoT devices and cloud services. Some of these such as E-Spion [64], Hestia [65], HomoSnitch [66] or Vigiilia [71] among others, implement intrusion detection systems that mitigate the risks of external attacks exploiting unpatched device vulnerabilities [63, 67]. Other solutions revert to local device software patching, as in Capture [60], or securing device communication with an in-hub security manager [41, 69], sometimes even by forwarding requests to compromised or out-of-service cloud servers towards local alternatives [42]. Finally, systems like TLS-RaR [70] suggest novel secure communication protocols for IoT devices and services that allow end users to inspect device activity and transferred data.
The cloud-centric system model prevails across proposals in this group, with a sole exception of a system proposed by Ye et al. [42] that employs a hybrid model and allows for local data processing when possible. The considered threat models, however, are rather diverse. We observe proposals that consider a single or several (sometimes even all) stakeholders as potential attackers. Some common patterns emerge, though. First, the systems that aim to secure device software and communication protocols tend to concentrate on external attackers and disregard threats from other stakeholders. These systems usually operate on a device security checkpoint where they can monitor device activity and patch vulnerabilities. Secondly, systems that target device abuse scenarios often consider both app and platform providers in their threat model besides external attackers. These systems act at a device or, more often, on a gateway security checkpoint. Finally, a small set of systems exclusively target malicious app providers. Due to the use of a cloud-based system model these can only operate at a home gateway security checkpoint.

5.4 Cross-cloud data flows control

Our fourth group targets privacy enhancement using a hub for popular trigger-action platforms (TAPs), such as IFTTT [48]. Such TAP platforms in the cloud are associated with significant privacy and security risks since their users are forced to trust the platform provider not only with access to their smart home devices but also to various unrelated cloud services they use on a daily basis (e.g., Dropbox, Google Mail, Slack). Traditionally, access rights in TAP platforms are regulated via OAuth tokens that are generated and authorized by the user connecting multiple trigger-action services together. However, a compromised or malicious TAP provider can have unlimited access to user activity within and outside of a smart home. Furthermore, various TAP trigger-action services may also act maliciously by abusing their access rights and collecting more information that they actually need to perform a given task. Research proposals such as DTAP [72] and eTAP [73] suggest a decentralized way of managing OAuth tokens. Such an approach relies on a trusted client device (or a local hub) to generate unique rule-specific tokens. These tokens cannot be re-used outside of strictly-defined scenarios. A set of cryptographic primitives allows to ensure the authenticity of trigger events and to protect the integrity of transmitted sensor data. Both DTAP [72] and eTAP [73] assume in their threat models a malicious or a compromised TAP provider and any external attacker capable of intercepting communication with the TAP platform. In addition, eTAP [73] also considers semi-honest trigger-action service providers. By including the latter in its threat model, eTAP significantly reduces the risks of data exposure and allows for easy access revocation. Both systems act on a hub and cross-cloud security checkpoints.

5.5 App activity control

Our next identified group focuses on the privacy and security risks of third-party apps running as part of a smart home platform. Some of the work in this category, in particular HomePad [28], PatrIoT [75], or dSpaces [74] propose novel programming models that make app activities explicit and subject to the verification of their compliance with user-defined privacy policy rules. Alternatively, the HoMonit [32] system revolves to device network traffic analysis to detect and block app activities that deviate from the advertised ones in the app description presented to the user. Others implement a context firewall to identify and prevent anomalous app behavior [77], or offer mechanisms to maintain safety, atomicity and isolation (serializability) of concurrent app actions, as in SafeHome [76].

Works in this group target the entire spectrum of system models but consider only a malicious or compromised app provider in their threat models. The only exception is the PatrIoT system [75] which, besides the app providers, lists platform providers as well as external attackers as potential threats and offers additional security countermeasures based on Intel SGX enclaves and their capability for remote attestation [82]. PatrIoT stands out as it targets both an untrusted cloud environment and a local hub as long as SGX-enabled hardware is available. To efficiently monitor app activities all of these systems but one must operate at an app security checkpoint. In contrast, the HoMonit [32] system does not have direct access to app code and runtime environment, and has to operate on a device security checkpoint and intercept encrypted device traffic.

5.6 Data minimization

Our next-to-last category is focused on minimizing the risk of data exposure through data minimization principles, i.e., sharing just enough sensor data to ensure a desired system operation. Since all commercial systems use proprietary software, designing hubs and cloud endpoints that can verify a platform’s compliance with user privacy and security preferences becomes a challenging task. In this group we placed proposals that aim to re-
duce the likelihood of privacy violations and limit the overall exposure of users’ and of their homes’ activities.

Mandalari et al. [78] implement a system that automatically identifies and blocks non-essential device traffic. It does so by sequentially probing network flows to and from a given smart device, and evaluating their impact on device functionality. PFirewall [23] relies, instead, on application logic analysis to determine the minimum amount of data that needs to be disclosed to a platform provider to fulfill a desired automation. It acts at the device or gateway level between the devices and a hub or cloud endpoint respectively. It performs automatic sensor data filtering using generated minimization policies. Both systems consider cloud-based system models since they target existing commercial smart home systems. However, their threat models are rather distinct: while Mandalari et al. [78] consider malicious device providers, PFirewall [23] targets malicious or compromised platform providers. The key difference lies in granularity: while Mandalari et al. [78] concentrate on individual device data flowing to the device provider (lower exposure), PFirewall [23] abstracts away and targets the data flows from all connected devices that can flow to a single platform provider (higher exposure).

5.7 Data obfuscation

In this final category we group research proposals that perform data obfuscation on a smart hub. This category differs from the previous category of data minimization as it assumes direct access to raw sensor data and the ability to alter personally identifiable information in a way that makes it indistinguishable from the data of other users.

Several academic systems implement obfuscation mechanisms for smart voice assistants by forcing pitch and tone shifting (to prevent user identification and profiling), as do Vaidya et al. [81], or by sanitizing voice commands inputs and outputs (to prevent accidental or hidden data release and block unwanted content), as in MegaMind [18]. Davies et al. [79] as well as Psychoula et al. [80] suggest the idea of so-called privacy mediators running at a local hub or gateway. These mediators dynamically enforce user-defined privacy policies on all raw sensor data flows towards cloud services. Depending on the target device type and ability to execute app logic locally, these systems operate on a device or a hub/gateway level. They all consider malicious app providers in their threat models but those that target smart speaker devices, e.g., Vaidya et al. [81] and MegaMind [18], also consider malicious platform providers.

5.8 Insights and discussion

All of the hub-based smart home research proposals reviewed in this section address specific privacy and security problems of existing commercial smart home devices and platforms. We see that a significant number of these systems implement security mechanisms to protect vulnerable and often unpatched device software components and communication protocols from external attackers. Due to a prevalent closed-source nature of smart home products, a home gateway (router) overseeing all the network flows remains the most common (and often the only) place where privacy-enhancing mechanisms can be applied.

System targeting malicious app providers in their threat models often suffer from the inability to alter the behavior of existing smart home platforms. As an alternative, they suggest novel platform designs, app programming models and approaches to sensitive data handling. While novel system designs with enhanced privacy controls bring numerous benefits to end users, we see that there are still just a few systems considering existing platform providers in their threat models, and even less so for device providers. The ability to verify the actions of these stakeholders and make them accountable for any violation is not only required by data protection regulations (e.g., EU GDPR [83] or the upcoming update of California’s CCPA [84]) but is also an extremely important feature now that more and more of smart home devices appear on the market.

6 Adopting cloud-based PETs in smart home hubs

In the previous section we reviewed privacy-enhancing systems and research proposals that explicitly rely on the use of a local smart hub to protect smart home users from various threats, including those associated with malevolent app and platform providers. In this section, we review existing techniques, related to static or dynamic app code analysis, novel access control mechanisms, data flows tracking and device monitoring outside of our selected working literature material, that were specifically designed to improve the security and privacy properties of cloud-based smart home systems. While these techniques target a cloud environment without the use of local smart hubs, we argue that the privacy-enhancing techniques and approaches they feature have strong potential to be implemented and successfully used in hub-based solutions. We group them
based on a scope of implemented security mechanisms and briefly describe the specifics of each technique.

**App access control:** Multiple techniques have been proposed to address the problem of over-privileged third-party apps [8] suggesting novel access control and risk assessment mechanisms. For instance, Rahmati et al. propose the Tyche development framework [29] that aims to minimize the security risks posed by a given app. Apps developed using this framework may only access the device data and actions restricted according to the risk factor identified by the user: e.g., a `door.lock()` action is associated with a low risk while the `door.unlock()` action is typically associated with a high risk.

A more elaborate approach is used by the SmartAuth system [30], which relies on knowledge about a context in which a given device action takes place to determine if an app is allowed to execute it or not. Through source code and app description analysis at install time, SmartAuth can predict potential security and privacy violations and help the user to make a conscious decision when installing a given app. Similarly, the Soteria system [31] uses model checking to determine violation of security and safety properties defined by the user within various third-party apps installed in the system. Zhang et al. [32] suggest an alternative approach to detecting malicious activity of third-party smart home apps. Their approach uses information inferred from the network activity of a given app to determine if it is in line with an advertised app functionality. Illegal app actions are then blocked by the system.

**Cross-app interaction** Cross-app interaction chains that may accidentally or intentionally (as part of a carried attack) violate the security and even the safety of smart home users proved to be possible in commercial smart home systems. The IoTGuard system [34] aims to detect such violations at app installation time by checking if a new app’s activity is in conflict with any of the previously installed apps. An alternative approach is used by the IoTGuard system [34] that relies on app code instrumentation to dynamically enforce safety and security policies at runtime, by blocking the execution of violating device actions within a single app or a chain of interacting apps.

**Multi-user access control:** Existing smart home systems are often ill-designed for multi-user environments and offer a limited set of access control mechanisms. The academic community has highlighted the shortcomings of existing approaches by reviewing popular smart home platforms, and suggested novel access control mechanisms and alternative design principles [85, 86]. Among others, the Kratos system [35] suggests a multi-user and multi-device access control mechanism which uncovers conflicting preferences among co-living users and automatically tries to suggest appropriate solutions. Such a mechanism is essential when multiple users share the same smart home devices and may naturally have different expectations and views on devices activities and operation modes. Furthermore, Zeng et al. [86] suggest access control based on location, roles or delegated authorization, while Geeng et al. [86] urge platform providers to consider different relationship types (e.g., between a landlord and a renter), temporal or intermittent users, and changing relationships (e.g., married vs. divorced) in the design of their systems.

**Sensitive data flows tracking:** Smart home apps need access to sensitive sensor data to perform a given task but may abuse this access by sharing information about the user activities with unauthorized parties (i.e., causing a data leak). To prevent such data leaks various systems have been proposed over the last few years to protect the privacy of the end users. The Flowfence system [27] suggests splitting application logic into components that work with sensitive data and those that do not. Components requiring access to sensitive data run in isolated sandboxes and communicate with other components only through well-defined API calls that allow taint-tracking and security enforcement. The Saint system [36] uses static code analysis to identify all potentially-sensitive flows between data sources (API calls that return raw sensor values) and data sinks (API calls that provide access to network and messaging services). A similar approach has been used to track and analyze sensitive flows in the IFTTT platform’s JavaScript-based applets [37].

**Logging for diagnostics and forensics:** Modern smart home platforms provide their users with little to no access to app and device activity logs, making it hard to perform security audits or diagnose problems. Several novel logging mechanisms propose to overcome this problem. Among those, the ProvThings [38] and IoT-Dots systems [39] rely on app code and device API instrumentation to generate provenance logs in real-time. Such logs can later be used to analyze the system behavior and determine the root cause of certain device state or action at any given time.

**Insights:** We see a tremendous amount of proposals from the research community to improve the privacy and security properties of existing cloud-based smart home systems. These proposals highlight numerous flaws and discrepancies in system designs and/or
their threat and trust models. While these proposals target cloud-based systems, hub-based systems often suffer from the same flaws and hence can benefit from intelligent access control for app and user activities, as well as data flows tracking and logging, among others. While directly applying these novel techniques at hub-based systems might not be a straightforward process (e.g., due to incompatible APIs, limited resources, or lack of access to global databases available in the cloud) we argue that core security principles could remain unchanged.

7 Discussion

Some general trends became apparent during our analysis. Among industrial systems we still see a prevailing cloud-centric system model, however a hub-based model has gained traction over the last few years, particularly with the Apple HomeKit and Philips Hue systems. We also notice an upcoming shift towards a hub-based design among other industry leaders, such as Amazon Alexa [87] and Samsung SmartThings [88]. We see a similar trend within scientific communities. Early academic research on smart home systems strongly advocated for a local hub-centric design (e.g. HomeOS [58]), but later switched to hybrid- [26, 44] and increasingly cloud-centric architectures [27, 30, 34] following the design of commercial systems. Today, however, we see a backward trend with computation and storage functionality moving back to the edge where fine-grained data flow control is possible [24, 28]. While this is a promising trend, overall the smart home market is still very fragmented and lacks common open standards for device connectivity, application development and data transfer. Such standards would not only allow the users to easily migrate from one platform to another, but would also make it possible to inspect and customize a given system according to user privacy preferences and needs.

Smart home devices especially those equipped with actively-listening microphones constitute a major threat to privacy. The research community responded with numerous systems aiming to detect and prevent illegal device activity [64, 70]. These efforts, however, will have limited efficacy unless these devices are freed from vendor or platform specific dependencies, i.e., proprietary communication protocols and software stacks, static network routes, and unchangeable data storage options.

In terms of application development, we see that smart home systems increasingly move towards built-in (native) or user-defined applications as opposed to third-party ones, e.g., SmartThings [89]. Such a move significantly reduces an attack surface eliminating the application developer threat. While applications offered by the device or service providers can still pose a significant risk, these are generally included in a trust model.

A platform provider threat became more evident recently which motivated both industry and academic efforts on designing secure- and private-by-design smart home systems. We see a rise of systems implementing software- [73] and hardware-based [75] PETs that rely on end-to-end encryption protocols, or use Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) or Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) that enable secure computation at the untrusted cloud (e.g., Intel SGX) or device (e.g., ARM TrustZone) hardware. These PETs restrict sensor data access to end users only and make it impossible for platform or infrastructure providers to eavesdrop.

Various well-known security- and privacy-enhancing techniques have been effectively used in a broader IoT context (smart cities, factories and grids) for some time, but are still not common within a smart home scenario. This is the case, in particular, for techniques that rely on fully or partially homomorphic encryption for secure IoT data collection and processing in untrusted cloud environments [90–93], differential privacy for private data sharing and IoT traffic obfuscation [94, 95], or oblivious RAM techniques for hiding data access at compromised cloud servers [96].

Overall, smart home systems in face of rising privacy concerns and regulations are gradually shifting towards more user-centered and privacy-friendly operation modes. However, there are still many open challenges and unanswered research questions remaining. We list some of those in the next section.

8 Open research questions

There is a number of open questions that remain unanswered still and should motivate future research into privacy-enhancing hub-based smart home systems. We list the prominent questions that emerged during our analysis of the state of the art.

How to control the device activity? We see a lack of security and privacy-enhancing solutions targeting threats associated with malicious device providers. Due to the use of proprietary software and communication protocols, inspecting the device activities and generated data flows is a challenging and often error-prone task.
Emerging security solutions based on manufacturer usage description (MUD) [97] constitute a promising solution but still require collaboration and willingness to comply from device manufacturers. Solutions that verify the advertised description with an actual device behavior and gracefully recover from detected conflicts are therefore needed. A smart hub is well-positioned in the smart home ecosystem for implementing such solutions.

**What should be the appropriate user interfaces when smart home systems are, by nature, embedded and their activity is often invisible?** How do we raise awareness of privacy issues among current and future users, in particular people who have limited technological literacy and experience, or have accessibility issues (e.g., elderly or disabled users)? Both industrial and academic smart home systems often assume tech-savvy users. In reality, end-users are often confused by, and lost in, the complexity and unpredictability of these systems [5, 98, 99]. Elderly users, for instance within an aging in place scenario that some envision to benefit from the deployment of smart home solutions [100, 101], tend to be unaware of and susceptible to various security and privacy risks posed by smart home systems [102]. There is a growing need for user interfaces that would facilitate the configuration of smart home systems according to one’s security and privacy expectations regardless of technological literacy, as well as effective mechanisms to translate user mental models into actual system behavior.

**What are the “killer apps” that would promote hub-based systems adoption?** As became evident in our SoK analysis, cloud-centric smart home systems still prevail on the market. However, we witness a general shift towards systems that utilize local devices for sensitive data processing. In particular, federated machine learning has been successfully used to protect user privacy in mobile systems [103], but it is still relatively new to a smart home environment. On-hub model training and inference (e.g., for object or user activity recognition) can be effectively done without sending raw sensor data to the cloud services. Complex models can be collaboratively trained this way across multiple smart home hubs without putting their owners’ privacy at risk. Such privacy-aware collaboration opens up doors to various novel smart hub use case scenarios that would not be otherwise possible under the umbrella of a single smart home system. While we see some early work in this direction, such as the IOTFLA [104] privacy-conscious federated learning platform for smart homes, much remains to be done in this area.

**9 Related work**

A number of surveys and SoK papers were recently published on the topic of IoT security and privacy in smart homes. We analyze in this section the contributions of these works with respect to our own SoK paper.

Alrawi et al. [105] carried out a security analysis of smart home system components and reviewed common attack scenarios, involved stakeholders and mitigation techniques. While we recognize the importance of securing system components and highlight several relevant security mechanisms implemented at the device or hub level, in the current paper we also target end-user privacy threats and showcase systems that implement corresponding countermeasures.

He et al. [106] surveyed academic literature on context sensing for access control in smart homes, and pointed out flaws in existing systems under adversarial attacks. Context-sensing is just one of the approaches adopted by the systems we reviewed in this SoK paper. We additionally review numerous other techniques to verify the authenticity, safety and permission validity of a given device or user action.

Finally, Babun et al. [107] performed an in-depth analysis of popular smart home platforms. As in our SoK the authors review commercial and open-source platforms and compare their system and app programming models, communication protocols, third-party components support, as well as point out their limitations when dealing with sensitive sensor data and apps. However, the contributions of the present SoK paper go beyond existing systems review and analysis, offering a comprehensive study of privacy-enhancing hub-based systems and additionally of alternative cloud-oriented techniques that can be applied locally.

**10 Conclusion**

In this paper we examined 10 industrial and 37 academic smart home systems and compared their system and threat models, implemented security and privacy-enhancing mechanisms as well as the ways they deal with sensitive sensor and user data. To facilitate this comparison we derived an analytical framework that accounts for heterogeneous system design, uneven stakeholders shares and different views on where the security and privacy control should be applied.

Among many of our findings, the main ones suggest that cloud-based system model is still prevailing among smart home systems, although various systems
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## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue acronym</th>
<th>Full name of the venue</th>
<th>Period covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conferences</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AsiaCCS</td>
<td>ACM Asia Conference on Computer and Communications Security</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSN</td>
<td>Annual IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EuroSys</td>
<td>European Conference on Computer Systems</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobiquitous</td>
<td>EAI International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems: Computing, Networking and Services</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobiSys</td>
<td>Annual International Conference on Mobile Systems, Applications, and Services</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDSS</td>
<td>Annual Network and Distributed System Security Symposium</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDI</td>
<td>USENIX Symposium on Networked Systems Design and Implementation</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSDI</td>
<td>USENIX Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P</td>
<td>IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>ACM/IEEE Symposium on Edge Computing</td>
<td>2016-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOSP</td>
<td>ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles</td>
<td>2011-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUPS</td>
<td>Symposium On Usable Privacy and Security</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USENIX Sec</td>
<td>USENIX Security Symposium</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WiSec</td>
<td>ACM Conference on Security and Privacy in Wireless and Mobile Networks</td>
<td>2012-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workshops</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSN-W</td>
<td>Workshops of the Annual IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdgeSys</td>
<td>International Workshop on Edge Systems, Analytics and Networking (co-located with EuroSys)</td>
<td>2019-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HotMobile</td>
<td>International Workshop on Mobile Computing Systems and Applications</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HotSec</td>
<td>USENIX Workshop on Hot Topics in Security (co-located with USENIX Sec)</td>
<td>2010-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT-S&amp;P</td>
<td>Workshop on Internet of Things Security and Privacy (co-located with CCS)</td>
<td>2017, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;PW</td>
<td>IEEE Security and Privacy Workshops (co-located with S&amp;P)</td>
<td>2012-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSUR</td>
<td>ACM Computing Surveys</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEES&amp;P</td>
<td>IEEE Security &amp; Privacy</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMWUT</td>
<td>ACM on Interactive, Mobile, Wearable and Ubiquitous Technologies</td>
<td>2017-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACMHCI</td>
<td>ACM on Human-Computer Interaction</td>
<td>2017-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pervasive</td>
<td>IEEE Pervasive Computing</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoPETs</td>
<td>International Symposium on Privacy Enhancing Technologies</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDSC</td>
<td>IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure Computing</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFS</td>
<td>IEEE Transactions on Information Forensics and Security</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPS</td>
<td>ACM Transactions on Privacy and Security</td>
<td>2010-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Additional venues selected through keyword search in bibliographic databases</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRON</td>
<td>TRON Symposium</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerCom-W</td>
<td>IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications Workshops</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOTSMS</td>
<td>Sixth International Conference on Internet of Things: Systems, Management and Security</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3. Venues selected for the proceedings analysis and the range of years covered.*